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Latest Events at OB
A Little Message to you All

A Personal Note
We have had some difficult times recently and we know it has
been hard for families and residents. We have some wonderful staff
here at Orchard Blythe and they have shown a lot of hard work
and dedication over the past few weeks. I’m sure you will join me
in thanking them for all of their efforts.
We are doing all that we can under the current circumstances to
provide as much companionship, interaction and activity as we can.
Things can’t be the same as they were right now but rest assured
we are working hard to make our home a happy and safe place to
be.
We are now open for garden visits by appointment only. Please
call 01675 467027 to make an appointment.
A huge thank you to friends and families for their messages of
support, gifts and understanding. We know how hard it is to be
away from loved ones and we look forward to the day that we can
welcome you all back into our home.

Hayley, and all staff at orchard Blythe
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Poet’s Corner
Poetry

Poem’s from Staff & Residents

COLOURS OF THE WORLD
By Pat Cannan - resident

I look around me and I can see,
all the colours that stand out to me
Greys and blues, white and green,
Yellow, orange, red, lilac, pinks seen.
Turquoise, jade, purple, cream as well,
Peach, black, ceris, violet, I can’t tell
Bending and swaying branches I see
The sea is blue, the sky is too.
But it was only God who gave it to you.
Treasure them all today, because they could go away.

Don’t forget all that I’ve said,
While I’m lay here on my bed.
Live your life as it it’s the last,
Then it won’t all be part of the past.
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Poet’s Corner
Poems from Staff & Residents

Poetry

TRIBUTE TO RESIDENTS & COLLEAGUES
By Amanda Windridge – Kitchen Assistant

It’s a grey morning as I trudge through the silent car park
My pale face is reflected in the window, next to yours
I feel like those limp paper dolls in girls’ comics –
You know, the “cut out” ones with nurse’s uniforms
We are on “pause” - in slow motion – time stands still
But our tentative smiles and waves mirror each other
And my heart beats faster!
Another deep breath, and we’re nearly home

When I was a child, you shielded me
You wrapped me in woolly mittens, scarf and hat
Tied the scarf, tucked it firmly in my coat belt
I don’t want the time to slip through my fingers
Feeling comes back into my numb fingers
And I know I must be strong for you
I used to study the snowflakes on my mittens
We cannot see coronavirus, but know the routine
You used to say “it’s for your own good”
Now, every glove, apron and mask we doff and don is done with devotion
And we know it’s for everyone’s good!
Stay safe!
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Poet’s Corner
Poetry

Poems from Staff & Residents

A FEW OF MY FAVOURITE THINGS
By Residents of Lavender Lane

My fondest memory is being on holiday
In Barmouth with my 3 boys camping
Running through the sand and paddling in the sea (BB)
Me and my husband going to San Francisco
Going to Golden Gate and Quay and having crab sandwiches (BR)
When I held each of my children in my arms for the first time
Knowing they were mine (AH)
Going to see the penguins at Boughton-on-the-Water in the Cotswolds
I was close up to them, no fences.
The Markets in Moreton-in-the-Marsh (CH)
When I got engaged, then married
To my lovely husband Keith (JB)
When I was a young girl we were poor, but the memories I have are priceless
And will be with me forever (PC)
Celebrating my 21st birthday in the North of Scotland whilst I was in the
WRENS (IJ)
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Poet’s Corner
Poetry

Poems from Staff & Residents

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
By Residents of Cherrytree Lane

Every week the chip van would visit
And I would have fish & chips wrapped in paper (GJ)
When I was younger we grew pear trees in our garden
We loved to eat fallen pears (CS)
On holiday with my husband in Kent
We always went to the fish shop and sat inside and had fish & chips
A huge tasty piece of Cod, it was beautiful (DP)
When I went dancing every week, we would walk home with fish & chips
Wrapped in paper at 2 am (PR)
The best meal I can remember was good old sausage and mash
Plain and simple, but delicious (MM)
Making steak & chips, only handmade chips were the best (ML)

Having fresh warm milk every day as we lived on a farm (BL)
When I was 8 years old I loved trifle with real cream and colourful sprinkles
This was only available after the war (JP)
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Poet’s Corner
Poems from Staff & Residents

Poetry

WE… ARE FAMILY
By Residents of Bluebell Lane

My family mean everything to me, and so do my friends (BI)
My family live all over the place, I love my children and husband (WM)
My family are little loves, big loves and medium loves.
I love my family as high as the sly, as deep as the ocean
And as wide as the Universe (NH)
The love and patience my family give me
And the generosity and love my friends have, means the world and I love
them to bits (SR)
I love the help my family give to others, they help people on the weekends
And they like to watch Aston Villa football team play (DS)
My sons mean the world to me and make me feel safe & happy (WH)
I have a wonderful family and a lovely group of special friends (JB)
I don’t know what I would do without my daughter and son-in-law
They come to see me and mean the world to me (PR)
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Photo Album
Say Cheese!

A few snaps of what we’ve been up to

Gladys & Gemma playing Skittles

Betty & Michelle with the Quiz Wheel
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Photo Album
Say Cheese!

A few snaps of what we’ve been up to

Christine enjoying a Jigsaw

Monica & Michelle – Higher or Lower??
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Photo Album
Say Cheese!

A few snaps of what we’ve been up to

Fred tickling the ivories

Play your cards right Mary!
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Photo Album
Say Cheese!

A few snaps of what we’ve been up to

Jenna & Mary making it up as they go along

Michelle, Tina and Winnie with the touch & feel box
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Guess Who?
Name the stars

Answers:

………………………..

………………………..

Clues:
Lollipop
Peggy Sue
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Puzzle Page
What Flowers are these?

Anagrams

PITLU

………………….

YDIAS

………………….

SCROUC

………………….

MOBLO

………………….

LLBBUEEL

………………….

SORE

………………….

FFDDOALI

………………….

HORDIC

………………….

SFCUAI

………………….

As a quick bonus question for those bright sparks amongst
us… can anyone spot a connection between our
Residents’ joint Poem titles?
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